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About This Game

Earth is under attack!

Orphan is a 2D sci-fi platformer about a young boy who may be the last survivor of an alien invasion. Under the cover of night,
he ventures out in search of other life and to seek revenge against the machines that have taken over the Earth.

Survive

Evade the invaders, gather fish and water to survive and set up camps to save your progress.

Uncover
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Explore the Appalachian Mountains and reveal ancient secrets.

Fight

Discover powerful weapons and send the machines back to where they came!
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Title: Orphan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Windy Hill
Publisher:
2Dimensions
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD 7760 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display. Gamepad is strongly recommended. Orphan requires quick movements and precise
aiming. Mouse aiming is supported.

English,French,German,Dutch,Russian,Turkish,Italian,Hungarian,Norwegian,Portuguese
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This is a song I highly recommend to anyone who wants to work on some less common chords because there are some
interesting ones in here. I'd also recommend this to anyone... because Plush is a good song.... Maybe you came to this game
because you played Transport Tycoon games in the past and steam suggested Train Valley 2 to you. However, Train Valley 2 is
not a tycoon game and if you expect something like TTD etc, then you will be disappointed. As was with me.

Lately, I gave the game a second try while not expecting anything from it. Et violá, Train Valley 2 is real fun. Its rather are
puzzle game than a tycoon game and you can play it for hours; either by beating yourself at the different levels or by creating
our own levels for the workshop. I very much recommend this game!. Good, If I say good is good. Anyway I love it.. Basically
Binding of Isaac but platformer. I like.. Tons of typos. Background music that doesn't loop properly (there's an annoying click
and a break when it loops, and it loops every 10 seconds), annoying gameplay where you die and die and grind and have to
collect money just to make it through the first level. No thanks. Play Space Run instead, you'll thank me later.. The Controls are
inaccurate and irresponsive af, the level design is trash. In order to get all achievements you have to run through the same
♥♥♥♥♥♥ level multiple times and with the controls it makes for an insanely horrendous game.. It's rare to find games that are
so horrible, it just isn't even worth writing about them. Monster Trucks Nitro is one of those rare games.
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Though I do think this is a good game fundamentally it is flawed. The concept is pretty cool. Here are my thoughts and make
your own decision.

1. It should be more options for buildings, there are other methods of green energy other than solar and wind, so that should be
expanded upon (unless it occurs in later levels im still just playing and going).

2. The Purification vs. Pollution mechanic needs to be elaborated on, trees are pretty crappy at removing pollution and the
pollution can accumulate really really fast! There should be options to eliminate it better.

3. Nice weather and daytime mechanic for the green energy. But the night time lasts pretty long compared to day time so take
that as you will.

4. Pollution is difficult to control even on the easiest settings, this relates to #2 but still. There should be a gauge to allow the
player to see the balance between how you pollute vs how you repair the environment.. Weeeell, I don't really recommend this
game. It has aged, but not exactly gracefully. It's not horrible either. But it just isn't really good either.

For 5\u20ac, it's too little. I bought it in the Popcap Bundle, so it was alright, I guess?

Still, for demanding 5\u20ac and then giving you relatively monotonous gameplay... it's too much money. It's just too much for
so little actually happening. That's why I wouldn't recommend buying this game.

Oh, and just for the sake of completion: You play as one of four heroes to save the Iggles, a race of furry little creatures color-
coded and caught in bubbles by some kind of evil force. Yeah. That's the sum of it. You move through a little labyrinth, collect
the Iggles, avoid the baddies, and send the Iggles home with the approrpiate home fields.

And... that's it. For 101 levels in Adventure mode. Yay.. only got it because i got a coupon...the games is boring. If you have a
90% off coupon for this game and you like Bejewled, then go for it! Other then that It's not worth $9. its good game. Hell no
this ♥♥♥♥ing game wont even show the surface i wouldent even reccomend it to sombody i hated ♥♥♥♥ this dev

Miney Company: A Data Racket Beta 7 Delayed:
Hello everyone! Unfortunately, due to labor shortage we weren't able to meet our April 27th deadline for Beta 7. As a change to
our roadmap, we've decided to roll Beta 7 into our Final Release, due December 1st 2019. We are confident we'll be able to
meet this deadline with the promised features.

Again, thank you for playing Miney Company and supporting independent games!. Beta 5 date announcement - Friday June
15th:
Hello all, I hope you've remembered to update your router's firmware, or at least turn your routers off and on again. As for us at
Glass Temple Games, we've been working on the Beta 5 version of Miney Company, including fixing the re-centering option
which didn't work on certain levels. For those curious about the new re-centering code:

  // First, rotate gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.eulerAngles = positionerObject.transform.eulerAngles;
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.Rotate(0.0f,-playerGameObjectOffsetAngle,0.0f); // Then position
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.position = positionerObject.transform.position;
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.Translate(-playerGameObjectOffset);. Beta 6 is Here!:
After a long wait, Beta 6 is finally available. In this update, we've added a couple new paddles, revamped the lobby, and
improved visuals on other levels. As always, our Builder Bots are tirelessly working away at providing a better experience!
Thanks for sticking with us :). Beta 6 Delayed Until October 1st:
Hey everyone, I apologize for the delay of version Beta 6. We've decided to roll a few more things into it before releasing,
rather than put off those features until Beta 7. We hope you'll find the delay worth it!. Beta 4 Delayed Due To Utopia.net
DNS Hijack:
Hey folks, I'm sad to say we'll have to delay our Beta 4 release as our development team was hit by the Utopia.net DNS hijack
malware. We're pushing our Beta 4 release date to May 4th while we scrub our machines of the malware and do a security
overhaul of our network. This may be a good opportunity to check to see if you have the malware yourself:
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Use regedit to search for an entry inside HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\NetworkList\Nla\Cache's subfolders named "Utopia.net". If it's there, congratulations, you're infected!. 
Beta 6 Delayed Until September 9th:
Hey folks, we apologize for the delay of releasing our Beta 6 update. We need a bit more time to put things together and
sufficiently playtest. A stable build is a happy build!
. Beta 5 has arrived!:
We're proud to release the Beta 5 version of Miney Company! With the new update, you can find improvements such as:

+ Improved Re-centering (accessible from the Menu in the Lobby)
+ Collection counters on paddles to give a clearer idea of how many blocks are left to hit
+ Two new achievements (hit 100 popup ads and break 1000 blocks)
+ Cheaper store items (players should be able to buy something after every round)
+ Boss level easier to reach
+ Improved paddle redesign
+ Added Builder Bots to the Lobby, who tirelessly are doing something
+ Improved paddle interactions with ball

Thank you so much for playing and we'll keep you informed about the release date of Beta 6!
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